
destination and elopements



NOW SEEKING ADVENTUROUS COUPLES

//



think rainy day lovers, always dancing, always laughing, 
always curious, the adventurers who can’t do anything 
inside the box. hand in hand, exploring the wilderness, 
collecting freckles and all the best memories along the 
way. 

the wild ones who know that weddings are meant to be 
fully experienced rather than fully planned, that every 
single emotion-filled moment should be felt deeply, right 
at the core.

that weddings should be a reflection of who you are 
together, where you’re going and what fuels your love.

this is what we’re doing here, we’re getting you guys 
married and the only rules are: 
stay authentic.
stay wild.



hi, by the way...

i’m shannon and i want to tell your love story. i want to get 
my  boots dirty and my hair windy while we search for the 
absolutely perfect spot. i want to tell you hilarious stories 
about our puppy while we hike up a mountainside, 
catching photos of you laughing along the way. i want to 
become friends to the point that you are excited when i show 
up on the wedding day because it feels like an old buddy just 
arrived. 

i want you to know you can trust me with your story, that 
after the last two hundred weddings i’ve shot, i’ve really 
learned to value what’s actually important: emotion. 
intimacy. family. heritage. beauty.

i’m all about intimate destination weddings and elopements 
because they highlight what is truly valuable about a 
wedding day. by stripping away some of the fuss of more 
traditional wedding designs, elopements and destinations 
highlight the raw beauty of a promise in the making.

and that’s the kind of love story i get excited to tell.









for destination weddings and elopements, i offer a flat rate package. 
considering how complicated a travel based wedding can be, i’ve tried 
to simplify at least one component of it: photography.

included in this offering:
- full wedding day coverage
- second assistant photographer 
- full adventure session
- full travel, airfare, car and hotel rental for both photographers

$6500

notes:
- adventure sessions are portrait sessions with the couple in their 
wedding attire. we hop in the car and travel to a predetermined 
destination to maximize our use of the extremely cool landscape 
you’ve chosen and get some absolutely epic bride and groom portraits.
- if desired, travel fee can be removed ($1700) and travel fees can be 
determined on case by case basis instead.







frequently asked questions...

- who shoots with you? my husband and i shoot together and we 
make quite a team (imagine a really tall guy and a tiny girl who 
were best friends for many years before they realized they were 
crazy in love -- that’s us) 

- do you have experience traveling? yep yep yep - we travel all 
the time for shoots and weddings. we’re constantly upgrading 
our travel gear to accommodate all our camera gear. we love 
hopping on a plane together and meeting new friends.

- do you have any tips for us? i absolutely love to give advice and 
input on everything from ceremony locations to adventure
session ideas to what wedding dress would travel best. feel free 
to reach out to me as a resource for all things wedding.

- where have you traveled? outside of the states, i’ve been to 
india, england, ireland, guatemala, france, spain, iceland, the 
netherlands, haiti and czech republic. i am not exaggerating 
when i say i love packing up a suitcase and exploring a new 
culture. especially if my husband is with me, he’s cute. 

- what’s your dream place to travel next? i am extremely 
interested in heading to greece, austria, switzerland, and 
basically anywhere with a desert or a mountain.





so what is an adventure session anyway?

this is a concept i came up with during a destination wedding 
a few years ago, because i wanted more time with the bride 
and groom for their portraits than a normal wedding day 
could reasonably fit. i figured since you flew me across the 
world, we should take advantage of our surroundings and 
dedicate an afternoon to making epic photos together. my 
clients have all agreed with this philosophy. 

i’ve found adventure sessions generate the type of photos 
you envisioned when you first planned to get married at 
your epic destination. 

often these sessions become one of the most memorable 
events of the wedding trip, because honestly, nothing is more 
fun than getting to be explorers together. 





shannon@vineandlight.com

let’s go


